
Elite model look 
Licence  opportunity



THE   Elite   GROUP: 
a    multi-channel 
fashion    reference

Elite is more than a modeling agency, it is a recognized and experienced 
events organizer. We have internal ressources as well as partner agencies that 
have been working alongside us for several decades to organize qualitative 
castings, fashion shows and innovative projects like the Elite Beach Tour.

We have also enhanced our efforts to produce high quality content through 
our webseries, TV Episodes, Youtube Channel that we have pushed towards 
our global media partners like HULU, Youku or Blinkbox. 

Elite’s objective is to fully leverage the power of our Brand and events to drive 
strong media coverage and serve in an optimum way the Brands that have 
chosen to endorse us.

Today, the Elite Group is structured around 3 integrated core pillars that drive 
our business and enhance our global leadership position through innovative 
activations that have allowed us to go one step beyond:



ELITE  
MODEL 
 MANAGEMENT
Elite model agents have managed international top models such as Cindy 
Crawford, Stephanie Seymour, Gisele Bundchen, Sigrid Agren & Constance 
Jablonski.

A network
of 35
agencies worldwide

40 years of experience
The leading agency in the industry since
its creation in 1972, Elite has established 
the selection criteria for model management 
and has discovered the most famous top models

300 agents
Elite agents reinforce their model management
with an ethical code and encourage the 
models to follow a rigorous healthy lifestyle

SIGRID AGREN
Elite Model Look France 2006

Elite Model Look top 15 world finalist 2006
Main campaigns and fashion shows: 

face of Chanel, Gucci, Chloé,  
Yves Saint Laurent, Karl Lagerfeld...



ELITE  LICENSING, 
opportunity   with  
 elite model look
The fashion industry is a universe of passion and dreams that can be leveraged 
by Brands in their communication and business if they find relevant solutions 
with reliable and long-term thinking partners.
Our 40 years of experience at international level has allowed Elite to be 
one of the few uncontested global fashion stakeholders.
Our ambition is to develop genuine partnerships with premium Brands.
The power of those partnerships can be demonstrated by the creation of 
exclusive licensed products developped hand-in-hand.
For over 10 years, Elite has worked hand-in-hand with global organizations 
like Group Seb, Coty with whom we are jointly selling products in over 90 
countries.
Our in-house licensing department based in Paris, Milan, London, Shanghai 
develops premium licensed strategies to drive revenue for both parties.
We are confident that Elite can generate visibility and long term value to 
partners through the creation of exclusive Elite products, supported by Elite 
marketing tools and communication platforms.

Victoria tuaz
Elite Model Look France 2008.
Main campaign for Pepe Jeans 
& Svarowski.
Editorials in Harper’s Bazaar, 
Marie-Claire & Elle...



ELITE   MODEL   LOok
Elite Model Look is the most prestigious and recognized global contest to 
discover future international Elite models

Created in 1983, 

Elite Model Look
is the world’s
most prestigious 
modeling contest 

More than 

60 countries

800 castings
throughout the world

Over 370,000 candidates every year

1 ELITE MODEL LOOK World Final

AN INTERNATIONAL TV SHOW WATCHED BY OVER 100 MILLION 
PEOPLE WORLDWIDE IN 2013



Elite’s fashion and entertainment territory generates strong engagement 
and passion from the general public, press and tv.

Events and content linked to fashion and modeling are highly 
appreciated by the female target. 

THE   FASHION   &   ENTERTAINMENT OPPORTUNITY

there is clearly a strong potential for a brand to emerge 
by implementing a global effort and 360° strategy with 
Elite to support the Brand message and drive sales.



The   Elite   Model   Look 
World   Final
Each National Winner will then represent her country at the World Final which 
takes place each year in Nov-December. 

It starts with a 10 days World Final Bootcamp and culminates with 
an international music & fashion event which is broadcasted in over 100 
countries to an estimated audience of 105 million contacts (source: 2012 
ratings). 

The World Final Bootcamp and fashion show provide plenty of opportunities 
for smart product integration, giving our partners access to a mass global 
audience both on TV and online. 



EML  WORLD   FINAL  SHENZhEN
music and fashion show
2000 VIPguests 
pop stars and celebrities as well as supermodel mentors

60 national finalist
10 days Model bootcamp and final show

tv show primetime on local tv and international distribution

Music and fashion show
2000 VIP Guests
Pop and celebrities as well as superdmodel mentors



PREVIOUS WINNERS
EML has discovered some of the most famous top models

Cindy Crawford (1983)

Gisele Bundchen (1994)

Alessandra Ambrosio (1996)

Rianne Ten Haken (2001)

Charlotte Di Calypso (2005)

Sigrid Agren (2006)

Constance Jablonski  (2006)

Joséphine Le Tutour (2011)



Elite   yearly   calendar   
of   events
The Elite Model Look yearly portfolio of events and exclusive content allows 
brands to tell a unique on-going story following the contestants from their 
promising local beginnings to the international experience.

february march may september octoberjune augustapril decemberjuly november

EML ON-LINE CASTING

EML local CASTINGs

bootcamp 
national 

final

bootcamp 
world
final

national 
casting

a year of opportunities for  Brands



The diversity of our events as well 
as the reach and success of our TV 
& web content has allowed us to 
generate commercial discussions with 
international media around the world. 

All these media opportunities are 
leveraged by our commercial 
partners that are present at the 
heart of each of our events through 
branding, product placement 
and specific tailor-made activations 
to boost ROI. 

february march may september octoberjunea ugustapril decemberjuly novemberJANUARY

news  TV coverage

elite digital coverage

elite model look PR coverage

elite model look on ground coverage

TV Show on major channels like HULU, SKY UNO, fashion tv, diva, style, SMG ... 

One   YEAR   OF  COMMUNICATION  
 with   elite   model   look



TV SERIES

elite new face : a 6 part tv series following the contest from scouting 
to the world final and the winners’ first fashion week

Distributed worldwide by zodiak 

premiere on hulu on february 14th 2014

video    MAGAZINE

2014 : launch of an elite video magazine

Behind the scene video content about the agency, it’s most famous 
models  and the contest.

Building up on the existing Elite Model Look Youtube channel (700k views)



classic    partnership 
rights   for   brands

BRAND
OPPORTUNITIES

ON the GROUND VISIBILITY
Branding on all the communication 

tools planned in all the locations that will 
hosts Elite activities: billboards, 

street-banners, t-shirts...

digital VISIBILITY
During the online pre-event and the castings 
brands are present on all online support like 
website and Facebook: official website and 

Facebook application, product/logo 
placement in the EML webseries,
partner link, special activation like 

promotional game winners...

product visibility 
& others

Showcasing of brands and products during 
the major events: castings, final event, 

video reportage, and press crew...
Hospitality for clients 

and staff for the final event.
Organizing models 

rights to trademark 
& sponsor video

Right to use the EML logo for PR 
and digital purposes for 10 months. 

Right to use sponsor video for PR and digital 
purposes for 10 months.

PR VIsibility
Brandswill be incorporated in all

 the official press activites: press kit,
 press coverage, TV reportage opportunities, 

special thanks during the final event...

cUSTOMIZED   
partnership 
approach

Our traditional sponsorship offer allows partners to benefit from rights such 
as strong branding on all events, communication tools, digital platforms, PR, 
hospitality in order to boost brand awareness and position the brand in fashion.

Elite and its partners jointly create exclusive premium content, organize special 
events to take our partnership to a higher level and optimize ROI for both 
organizations. 

Elite’S co-branded exclusive content strategy

By developing a specific exclusive tailor-made strategy for brands, Elite 
wishes to demonstrate our will to go beyond sponsorship and develop 

genuine long-term business partnerships

The combination of traditional sponsorship benefits with exclusive 
premium content to boost partners’ ROI and generate coverage and 

sales



BRAND's    integration   
at   the   heart   
of   Elite's  events





ELITE  MODEL LOOK
SPONSORSHIP    

BEST   CASE    
STUDIES



UNIBAIL    CASE
The Unibail commercial centers are Elite Model Look 
France’s major partner.
Each year, Elite organizes between 10 and 15 
castings in these major shopping malls that attract a 
large number of girls & boys who dream to become 
top models. 
A full-day event in an Elite Model Look branded 
village: welcome desk, make-up and hair-dressing, 
press center, partner stands…
The castings generally take place over a period of 
3 months.
To support the castings, EML implements multi-
channel communication tools to ensure maximum 
visibility for partners.

Unibail’s contribution
On top of providing the venue, logistics and security 
for the casting organizations, Unibail finances a 
strong media plan and pays a sponsorship fee to 
Elite

Audience figures
- Audience Girls and boys14-25 years old, families 
and friends, general mall traffic, press, TV format 
- 550,000 contacts witnessed the 11 castings in 
Unibail malls,   and several millions saw the EML 
advertising campaign in these malls

GROUP SEB CASE

Group Seb has been one of our most important 
global partners since 2005 with moments when 
Elite Model Look partnerships were in place in over 
20 countries. 

They are a partner of Elite Model Look in several 
markets as well as a Main Partner of the EML World 
Final. This enables them to develop a strong strategy 
which is relevant at local and international level.

We have jointly developed a strong success stories 
for Rowenta, Calor and Arno which all endorsed 
Elite Model Look and created specific branded 
products sold in over 40 countries with a yearly 
turnover of over 60M€ on Elite Model Looks 
products.

Elite’s strong efforts to grow our contest’s reach and 
global image have enabled Group Seb to build a 
recognized range of products.

In 2013 Elite Model Look UK and Colgate Max 
White One formed a partnership that saw Colgate 
MWO become the headline sponsor of EML.

- Colgate Max White One advertising Campaign 
was twofold ‘Your smile is your best accessory’ 
and ‘Will your smile take you places’.

- A truly integrated 360 media campaign that 
offered the Colgate Max White One audience the 
chance to become the next Elite supermodel and 
the Face of the Colgate MWO brand.

- Elite Model Look and Colgate MWO created an 
advertising message that offered consumers the 
chance to win ‘a glittering new career as a fashion 
model or a trip to New York’ 

- Elite Model Look searched for one EML female 
winner to join the EML World Final, one EML male 
winner and one ‘Face of Colgate Max White One’ 
winner
Media reach through Glamour, Elle, Cosmopolitan, 
Grazia, Heat, OK!

COLGATE   CASE



Licensee 
opportunity



Elite’s  core of DNA
Results from the Qualitative Research

• Self enhancement 
• Change in "many different me" 

• Innovation 
• New products launches
• Originality 
• Trendy 

The products / services that Elite will 
offer must have “the scent of a 
dream”: elegant, refined …trendy!

Elite products will reflect 
professionalism at all levels 

(Ipsos and People)



The qualitative research highlights interesting insights on how 
the products should be presented 

... but a further aspect of great importance for future developments would be to identify
 and to clarify the alliance between Elite and the products ...

Elite and its make-up artists are 'Discoverers', they are not 'Producers' therefore…

If Elite is  the one that selects the best products 
 (or the best producers > licensees)

Legitimacy comes from the models’ reputation 
of being "discoverer" of new products

 If Elite is the one that produces the best products 

Elite must be much more specific in how it intends to do so

 

and it  must justify its legitimacy for using a skill that does not fall 
under its DNA > find the best licensees

For example. "Elite thanks to its skill of  “Beauty seeker” has found the best licensee lab, that, along with its team

 

of researchers / doctors / makeup artists / hair stylists will create a brand new EML product "



NOTICE: Proprietary and confidential
All the content of the document (text, figures, lists, financial information, graphics, design, diagrams, as well as other graphic 
elements and/or audio and videos), whichever the format used (paper or electronic), is confidential and proprietary to 
Elite World and affiliates. This document includes data and information based on the experience, know-how, intellectual/
creative effort of Elite. For these reasons, any of this material shall be used, reproduced, copied, disclosed, transmitted, 
transformed, commercialized or communicated, in whole or in part, neither to third parties nor to the public, without the 
express and written consent of Elite. Elite © All rights reserved
This presentation is not a contractual proposal and has no binding effets until a final and written contract is entered into 
between the parties

THANK YOU...
For more information, please contact

info@elitemodelworld.com


